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   The refractive index and optical rotation for a inodel of free electrons on an oriented

helix are investigated on the basis of the first principle, that is, the linear response

theory without using the conventional formula. Calculation is made by the method of

second quantization under the periodic boundary condition. Expressions for the refrac-

tive index and the optical rotation are obtained which are exact for the helicoidal model

of arbitrary size relative to the wavelength of incident light.

                            1. Introduetion

   The rotation of linearly polarlzed microwaves by a system of macroscopic

helices was measured thirty years ago.D To account for the experlmental re-

sult a number of theoretical investigatlons of optical activity of a free electron

on a helix have been made by the perturbation theory2-6) and the quantum the-

ory of radiation field.3,4)

   Tinoco and Woody2) and Leuliette-Devln et al.6) calculated the optical ro-

tation of an orien£ed helix with dimen$ions small compared to the wavelength
of polarized light and obtained express!ons by using exact wave functions. While

Tobias et al.,3) Balazs et al.4) and Moore and Tinoco5) obtained expressions for

the rotation of a long helicoidal model with dlmensions comparable to the wave-

length. Furthermore, Tinoco and Woody,2) Balazs et al.,4) Moore and Tinoco5)

and Leuliette-Devin et a!.6) derived expressions for opti¢al rotation by using

one-dimenslonal wave functions of an 'electron in a box.

   In our previous papers,7'9) a general formuia for the Faraday rotatlon in-

cluding the natural optical rotation wa$ derived based on the microscopic Max-

well equation and the optical and the magnetic rotatory dispersion of an ori-

ented long helical polymer by an exckon model were obtained.

   In the present paper, we calculate the refractive index and natural optical
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rotation for an oriented helicoldal orbital model by applying our theory.7･9) We

limit ourselves to the model which consists of an electron free to move on a

long helix.

   In sec. 2 we give a description of electric current density of the system,

in terms of the second quantization operator, which is induced by an incident

polarized light. The periodic boundary condition of the system is used. In sec.

3 formulae for the refractive index and the optical rotation are derived in

terms of the current correlation function. In sec. 4 we obtain the correlation

function in terms of Green functions. Final section 5 is devoted to summary

and discussion.

                    2. Ekectric Current Density

   The system under cosideration is an electron on an oriented right-handed

helix of N turns described by the following equations including the azimuth 0:

                                            d
                  x== pcos e, y= psin e, z== -2T. 0, (1)

where p is the radius and d is the pitch (the distance between successive turns)

of the helix. If s ls the length along the helix curve, one can obtain the rela-

tion

                            2= ssin ev, (2)
where

                                  d
                                                            (3)                           tan cr =                                  2zp'

   The Hamiltonian ?V of an electron constrained to move on this helix is

given by

                                h2 G2
                         va ==-2m 6s2' (4)

For an integral number N of turns, solutions of the eigenvalue equation to eq.

(4) are

             ,9(kiS)==IVttt,DeikS] (,k.J',i}t.i,,.,, )' (5)

where use kas been made of the periodic boundary condition
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                         g,(s) = gk(s + ND) 1

                         D: sinda i' (6)

    The orthogonal components of the electric current density J'(r) are written

as

                      ]'.(s) = - ]'(s) cosasin0 1

                      ig[ii':i[iigl:.acosO )･ (7)

Since the eiectric current density operator of the system is

                        eh                J'(r) = 2mi IIi.] [6(r - ri)7i + v,6(r - r,)],

where e and m are the electrlc charge and mass of electron, respectively, one

can express 1'.(s) as

             i'.(s) == - 2enh2i cos cr sin 2iiiS ]21g ;, fdsigkt"(si)

                                        '
                   × [o"(s-st) oOs, -t- aas, 6(s- si)]g,(s,)a,,ta,

                      1 eh .2zs
                 == - ND 2m COSaSln D ¥?, (le + le')ei {k-k'}sa,,ta, (s)

and, similarly, 1' ,(s) as

           ]'y(s) : IiGID 2emh cos ev cos 2SS ¥ ]i, (fe + fe')ei {k-k')sa,tta,, (g)

where ak and aht are the annlhiiation and creat!on operator for the electron with

the wave-number fe, respectiveiy, and use has been made of the following rela-

tion obtained by eqs. (1), (2) and (6):

                         2T                               2T sina 2z
                     0== -ii'Z== d S= DS'

   Thus, the Fourier transforms of the electric current density operator of

the system are represented in terms of ak and aret by the second quantization

as

            j.(q) == fdseiqir'.(s) : fdseiedsii7.(s)

                = i 2emh cosa >i? [(fe + 2dDq+ S-)ak+s,+{ir, tak
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- (k+ 2dD     n
q- i

)
a k+S-q.{ir. tak] (10)

and

i'
,(q) == gmh cos

+(k+

ex z
  k

d
"2ID/q-

[(k + d
  q+2D

-fli')a

LD
)ah+sq+-li.t･tafe

  d 2r. ta
k+bq-v

k]･
(11)

3
.

Formulation ef Optlcal Rotation

   The basic equations for refractive index and optical rotation are given from

Maxwell's equatlens in terms of the current correlation functions QD(q, te) and

(?N(q, co)7･9) by

          1
q.2 - qo2 + - zlr, [QD(q±, o) :iQN(q., o)]==O, (12)

where qe==o/c, c is the speecl of !ight in vaccum and the upper (lower) sign

corresponds to left (right) circularly polarized light with frequency w. The re-

fractive index n and the rotational angle ¢ of the plane of polarization per unlt

patk length* are defined by

n=
q- + q+

      2qo

    q- -ip =
      2

l
2･

J'
(13)

By making use of eq. (12) for the wave-numbers q. the refractive index n(w)

and the rotational angle ¢(tu) reduce to9)

                 [n((ti)]2 fv q'ii,g'2 == i - -tilr, (?D(qo, (ti)1

                 ip(`V)='- 2cni(.) JlliQN(qo, cti) i (i4)

   Let us take the direction of propagation of an incident monochromatic iight

of frequency to to be parallel to the 2-axis. The corre!ation functions QD(q, o)

and (?N(q, tu) are expressed in terms of the spatial Fourier transform J'(q, t)

of the electric current density operator in the forms7),9)

          QD(q, ca) =: 2tSto .f:.dte-i"to(t)J'gd2

 * The
tatlon as

sense

 seen

of

by

rotation is defined .so

an observer against

that positive

the direction
Q
of

corresponds to

propagation of
counterclockwise ro-

the incident light.
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                   × <]'.(q, t)]'.(-ny- q, ihX) + d,(q, t)j,(--L q, ih2)> 65)

and

         Q,(q, tu) =: 2tiW fZ.clte-ttute(t)fgdR

                   × <i.(q, t)s',(- q, iftR) - j,(q, t)j.(--- q, ih2)>, (16)

where V is the volume of the system, e(t) the step function, P==(kT)-i and

the triangular bracket represents the canonicai average of the physical quantity

9, that is,

                                 '                         '                           Tr[exp(- Pre)9]
                     <9> = Tr[exp(- Pre)] ' ･

   The Hamiltonian ( 4 ) of the system can be written by the use of the second

quantization technique as

Substitution of eqs.

      (?D(g, (v) ==

 (10) and

- 4zvhw (

xxz  le le't

×(

  (k +

  ?t7 = Xs(le)aktak.

       k,               '
 (11) into eqs. (15) and (l6)

g.h )2[i- (tg.)2] '

f (le + ,d. q+ -S) (h' - ,d. q --

leads to

s
)

+

×

          E(le + -Sg + -lll'i-) - s(k)

                    '
     d 2z d                          2rc
G le + iq + xil, fe ; le' ww ffq' ir,

    2dDq--S)(fe'- 2dDq+ Zl-)

    e(le + -S-q - -3i'i-) - e(k)

      d 2T dG(fe + [zirq - -zzir, le ; k' - iq + }' ,

                      '

i 4Tvhca ( 2e.h )2[1 - (IS7) 2]

                         '     f(fe+ ,d.q+-S-)(k'- ,d.q--

k' ; w)

and

QN (q, w) =

le, ; to)

aD)

1
I

(17)

×=x  k h'

(18)

t e(fe '+- -D{{-q '}- 'ill'}') -"" E(fe)
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                 × G(k + Sq+ 2Drr, le ; k' - -i[S-q- 2DZ, k' ; te)

                   (k + 2dD q- 'iliT) (fe' - 2dD q+ zlii)

                        a(le + -Sq- 2DZ) - e(le)

                 × G(fe + Sq- 2DZ, le ; le' - gq+ 2DT, k' ; (t,)], (ig)

where G(lei, le2; les, le4; w) denotes the Green fuRction for electrons, that is,

            G(ki, le2 ; fa3, k, ; to) = f:.dtemitutG(le,, k, ; k3, le, ; l) (20)

with

                             i
          G(lei, k2 ; fe3, k4 ; t) == -h O(t)<[ak,t(t)ak,(t), ak,t(e)ak,(O)]>. (21)

In eqs. (18) and (19), the relation

                          cos2ev -- 1 - (S)2

is used.

                         4. Green Funetions

   To ca!cuiate Green functions, oBe first considers an equation for aktak, and

thus the equation

                    hd
                  - T･ dt (akitak,) = [e(le2) - e(lei)]ak,tak, (22)

is obtained by the use of Hamiltonian (17). By differentiating eq. (21) with

respect to time t, the equation of Green function

       hd     - T･ dt G(fei, k2 ; k3, k` ; t) = - 5(t)[6k,lt,<ak,tak,>-ak,k,<ak,tak,>]

                              + [e(h2) - e(fei)]G(ki, k2 ; fe3, fe4 ; t) (23)

!s derived from eq. (22). The exact solutlon of this equation is transformed by

eq. (20) to

                                        f(le,) - f(h,)
            G(k" le2 ; fes, h4 ; ct)) r 6kik`Sk2k3h(D . [e(k,) -,(fe,)]' (24)
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where f(k) denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for electrons, that

                            f(k) = <aktak>.

   Tkus, one can find out the correlation functions (?D(q, (v) and QN(q, a})

the forms

       Q.(q, w) :- 4xvhto(2emh )2[i nd (7S-)2]

       ,,, f (k + ,d. q+ S)2 f(le + Sq+ 31'i) - f(fe)

        k )-e(k) hw-[e(fe+
×

+

 7

IS,

in

te(k + gq+ 2.T

(le" 2dDq- Zi)2       d
f
(

  fe +        q-      D

Sq+gl'i)

2Dz ) in f<le)

- e(le)]

l

and

     ×

Flnally,

are

   In

and the

oriented

been

a

sponse

   Our

The '

      d

e
(

  le+iq-

QN(q, a)) = -

x
k

f (le +

2Dr ) - e(le) hto - [e(k +

i4z3w ( 2e,h. )2[1 - (-S)2]

2dD q+ rZi)2 f(le +

d
Dq-

2.Z)m e(k)] I

Sq+ 2.T)
- f(le)

(25)

le(le+ t[iq+ 2.T

(fe" 2dDq- S)2

) - e(k) hca - [E(le +

      d
'
(

 fe +        q-      D

Sq+ 2.x)

2DT ) . f(k)

- e(fe)]

     e(k + Sq- 2DX) - e(fe) hto - [e(h + Sq- 2D') - E(le)] I

     expressions for the refractive index n(ca) and the rotational

  obtained by substituting eqs. (25) and (26) into eq. (14).

                   5. Sumrrtary and Discussion

    the present paper we have derived express!ons for the

     optical rotatory power for a free electron constrained

      long helix under the periodic boundary condition. The

   made by using a formu'la in terms of response function which

correlation of electrlc current densities, that ls, on the basis

    theory.

     results kave been exactly derived on tke basis of the

  situation is quite dlfferent from that of Tinoco and Woody2) and Leuliette-

1. (,,)

     angle ¢(to)

refractive index

 to move on an
 calculation has

     represents

of the linear re-

 first principle.
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Devin et aL6). Their results also are exact but are based on the Rosenfeld for-

mulaiO) which has been derived from an equation expanded in a power series

in the wave-number of light. Leuliette-Devin et al.6) discussed the discontinuity

of optical rotation at resonance frequencies. As far as the Rosenfeld formula

is used, one cannot avoid the diMculty of the discontlnuity of optical rotation.

   Our results contaln also the temperature dependence of the refractive index

and optical rotation through the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for electrons.
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